
‘The right to die is as inviolable as the right to life’     Sir Mark Oliphant

SAVES is not affiliated with Exit International / Dr Philip Nitschke
 and opposes the public availability of a ‘peaceful pill’.

Another milestone on the 
road to reform
The July VE Bulletin reported on the gathering 
momentum towards law reform as a result of 
the March state election for the SA Legislative 
Council. Two groups of voluntary euthanasia 
candidates stood for election, with Legalise 
Voluntary Euthanasia candidates achieving 9057 
votes, and Christians for Voluntary Euthanasia 
candidates securing 3608 votes respectively, 
including preferences.

This momentum has now grown with a bi-partisan 
legislative reform approach of identical bills 
introduced in both houses of parliament. The 
Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care 
(End of Life Arrangements) Amendment Bill 2010 
was introduced in the House of Assembly on the 
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16th September by the Hon Stephanie (Steph) 
Key MP (Labor). The Hon Mark Parnell MLC 
(Greens) introduced it in the Legislative Council 
on 29th September. With the narrow defeat of 
his bill in 2009, Mark Parnell had promised to 
continue to pursue his legislative reform agenda.

Summary of key features of the Bill 
The Bill is a Private Members Bill, with MPs 
having a conscience vote. It amends the Consent 
to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act 
1995 by introducing a new section- Part 4 – End 
of Life Arrangements. Adult persons of sound 
mind can make either an active or an advance 
request covering a limited range of circumstances 
and subject to comprehensive safeguards. 

Active requests for voluntary euthanasia may be 
made where an adult person of sound mind is 
suffering from the terminal stage of a terminal 
illness; or an illness, injury or other medical 
condition (other than a mental illness) that 
irreversibly impairs the person’s quality of life 
so that life has become intolerable to that person. 
The person must have consulted two doctors, at 
least one of whom is a specialist in the relevant 
area of medicine. Another requirement is that all 
possible forms of treatment and palliative care 
have been explained to the person. If there is any 
indication that the person is not of sound mind or 
is acting under the influence of another person, a 
psychiatrist must also be consulted.

An advance request may also be made by an 
adult person of sound mind in the event that in 
the future they permanently lose consciousness. 
The person must consult and be examined by two 
doctors, and, if either believes the person is not of 
sound mind or is acting under duress, incentive 
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or undue influence, they must refer the person to 
a psychiatrist. An advance request cannot lead to 
voluntary euthanasia being administered until the 
person permanently loses consciousness. 

The administration of voluntary euthanasia may 
be either through administering drugs, prescribing 
of drugs for self-administration (with a doctor 
remaining on the premises), or by withdrawal or 
withholding of medical treatment. A key feature 
of the legislation is the establishment of the 
Voluntary Euthanasia Board of SA, comprising 
seven members: three of whom must be medical 
practitioners and two of whom must be legal 
practitioners of at least seven years standing. 

The Board will employ a Registrar to register all 
requests, holding the power to make inquiries into 
any request. It would also have powers to confirm, 
deny, or vary any request for voluntary euthanasia 
and refer questions of law to the Supreme Court 
of South Australia. Appeals against the decisions 
of the Board may also be made to the Supreme 
Court.

Safeguards
Strict penalties of up to 20 years imprisonment 
face those who make false of misleading 
statements or engage in other wrongful conduct 
that leads to the death of a person. A person 
guilty of an offence under the legislation will in 
certain cases automatically lose any interest they 
might otherwise have in a person’s estate. Other 
safeguards preclude as witnesses those people 
with an interest in the person’s estate, or any 
owner, operator, employee, or agent of a nursing 
home or similar institution where the person is 
resident. Another important safeguard is that only 
reasonable costs may be charge for administering 
or assisting in the administering of voluntary 
euthanasia, with a ban on any for-profit facilities.

Insurance companies will be prohibited from 
offering to fund voluntary euthanasia, unless first 
asked by the insured person. Another safeguard 
is a 12 month residency requirement, ensuring 
that only SA residents are able to apply. Further, 

interpreters must be available for any person 
whose first language is not English. The Bill is 
therefore based on the principles of voluntary 
participation and avoidance of victimisation. 
It protects the right of any person to refuse to 
participate in or assist in the administration 
of voluntary euthanasia, while also protecting 
any medical practitioner or other person who 
does administer or assist with administration of 
voluntary euthanasia. 

solidarity in the reform agenda
On the 15th September a media release by Hon 
Steph Key MP and Hon Mark Parnell MLC, 
revealed the importance of adopting their united 
and non-partisan approach by introducing 
identical bills in both houses of parliament. In 
the media release Ms Key made the point that it 
was time for Parliament to catch up with public 
opinion. She stated:

Over 80% of Australians support the right of the 
terminally and others living in intolerable pain 
and suffering to seek the assistance of doctor to 
end their own lives at a time and in circumstances 
of their choosing.

Mr Parnell expressed his delight about working 
with Ms Key, saying that:

Working together has significantly strengthened 
my previous Bill that was so narrowly defeated in 
the Upper House last year.  

Liberal Member for Morphett, Duncan 
McFetridge, and Independent Member for Frome, 
Geoff Brock, flagged their intention to attend the 
media launch to show their support for Ms Key 
and Mr Parnell’s Bill.

In a second show of solidarity five supportive 
groups held a media conference to commend 
Labor backbencher Steph Key and Greens Leader 
Mark Parnell legislative approach for law reform. 
Extensive media coverage was given by The 
Advertiser Newspaper on September 20th under 
the banner ‘Time for death with dignity’. These 
groups and their representatives are featured in 
the photo below. Also included in this photo is 
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Also offering support was Sandy Bradley, a 
registered nurse, educator and researcher who 
formed the group SA Nurses for Choices in Dying 
as a result of her experiences in aged care where 
patient requests to die leave nurses in professional 
and ethical conflict. She argued:

Nurses need to be aware and engage in discussion 
on the issue of voluntary euthanasia so that they 
are proficient in both the legal and professional 
implications of any legislation which enables this 
practice. 
Also present at the media conference was Dr 
Rosie Jones, representing Doctors for Australian 
Medical Association Neutrality on Voluntary 
Euthanasia, a national group of 125 doctors, 
mainly specialists. This Association has been 
encouraging the AMA to change their policy of 
opposition to voluntary euthanasia, arguing the 
AMA should both represent the diverse views of 
its membership and recognise the inevitability of 
enabling legislation. The VE Bulletin will provide 
ongoing coverage of this important phase of 
legislative reform.  

L-R: Mary Gallnor, John Willoughby, Sandra 
Bradley, Frances Coombe, Craig de Vos, 
Rosemary Jones.

SAVES vice president and former president Mary 
Gallnor who attended the conference:

SA Nurses Supporting Choices in Dying (Ms •	
Sandra Bradley)

SA Doctors Supporting Choice for Voluntary •	
Euthanasia (Professor John Willoughby)

Doctors for Australian Medical Association •	
Neutrality on Voluntary Euthanasia (Dr 
Rosemary Jones)

Christians Supporting Choice for Voluntary •	
Euthanasia (Rev Dr Craig de Vos)

The South Australian Voluntary Euthanasia •	
Society (Ms Frances Coombe)

Long- term campaigner for law reform, ‘SA 
Voluntary Euthanasia Society’ President Frances 
Coombe argued: 

Compassion and common sense must rule public 
policy. 81% of South Australians support reform 
to legally allow voluntary euthanasia. 
Emeritus Professor John Willoughby, 
spokesperson for SA Doctors Supporting 
Choice for Voluntary Euthanasia stated: 

We believe voluntary euthanasia is a rational 
choice by some individuals whose lives have been 
irreversibly and devastatingly affected by disease. 
Further, as doctors, we see responding to this 
choice as being compassionate. It is distressing 
for us as medical practitioners that we cannot 
respond to the request legally. 
The Reverend Dr Craig de Vos, speaking on 
behalf of the group Christians Supporting Choice 
for Voluntary Euthanasia maintained: 

Some people oppose voluntary euthanasia arguing 
that it’s wrong because it’s playing God, but so 
is artificially prolonging life, and so is allowing 
people to suffer a horrific death when there 
are more humane options. We believe that, as 
a demonstration of love and compassion, those 
with a terminal or hopeless illness should have 
the option of a pain-free, peaceful and dignified 
death. 
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courageous history of challenging the law, will 
face no further action by Tasmanian Police after 
an investigation over the death of Rob Cordover 
who died surrounded by his family in June 
last year after a nine-month battle with motor 
neurone disease. Dr Syme admitted helping Mr 
Cordover to take his life by giving him advice and 
medication. 

There have been recent developments in the UK 
around the legality of accompanying a person to 
Switzerland for an assisted death through Dignitas 
or EXIT. The Director of Public Prosecutions has 
published his long-term vision for the prosecution 
service and its role within the wider criminal 
justice system. It includes modernising the service 
and increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of 
criminal justice. What it does provide is a clear 
framework for prosecutors to decide which cases 
should or should not proceed to court. In the case 
of Britons travelling to Dignitas, a consultation 
process was established following the 5000 
submissions received. 

Sixteen public interest factors in favour of 
prosecution were devised around coercion and 
the competence of a person intending to travel to 
Dignitas, and six public interest factors against 
prosecuting the accompanying person. These were 
that:

The victim had reached a voluntary, clear, •	
settled and informed decision to commit 
suicide.

The suspect was wholly motivated by •	
compassion.

The actions of the suspect, although sufficient •	
to come within the definition of the crime, were 
of only minor encouragement or assistance.

The suspect had sought to dissuade the victim •	
from taking the course of action which resulted 
in his or her suicide.

The actions of the suspect may be characterised •	
as reluctant encouragement or assistance in the 
face of a determined wish on the part of the 
victim to commit suicide.

President’s report July 2010 meeting
SAVES President Frances Coombe welcomed to 
the July meeting guest speaker Hon Mark Parnell 
MLC, Rachel Sanderson MP (Lib), State Member 
for Adelaide, Denis and Pat Haynes from SAVES 
South Coast Support Group, SAVES patron 
Emeritus Professor John Willoughby and his 
wife Margaret, Ian Wood, convenor of Christians 
Supporting Choice for Voluntary Euthanasia 
and his wife Nancy, and other invited guests 
and members. Frances began the meeting by 
discussing the Bills that are now before parliament 
and SAVES lobbying of politicians. The monthly 
Legalise VE days on parliament house steps are 
ongoing with information available to the public 
on their electorates and elected members from 
information kindly compiled by SAVES member 
Elice.

The Clem Jones Bequest discussed in an earlier 
edition of The VE Bulletin is a $5 million bequest 
held in trust by executors to be used in the pursuit 
of voluntary euthanasia law reform. The executors 
have agreed to fund a keynote speaker from 
Oregon to attend the World Federation Conference 
in Melbourne in October and to fund a national 
alliance to campaign for law reform over the next 
12 months.

Frances then advised the audience of SA Supreme 
Court Justice Chris Kourakis’ decision to support 
a woman’s right to die by not taking food, fluids 
and her insulin medication without classifying 
her decision as suicide. Her carers will rightly 
not be prosecuted for complying with her wishes. 
Frances highlighted SAVES media release on the 
issue Starving and dehydration, Forbidden for 
our pets – allowed for people. Kourakis’ ruling, 
however correct, dramatically and tragically 
highlights that people with unrelievable and 
unbearable suffering currently have few options 
but to starve and dehydrate themselves to death. 
Hanging and firearms are other horrendous 
options forced upon suffering people by our law 
that prohibits voluntary euthanasia.

In further news Frances explained that Melbourne 
doctor Rodney Syme, who has a long and 
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The suspect reported the victim’s suicide to •	
the police and fully assisted them in their 
enquiries into the circumstances of the suicide 
or the attempt and his or her part in providing 
encouragement or assistance.

Frances invited Ian Wood to give a report on 
the activities of Christians Supporting Choice 
for Voluntary Euthanasia, with a report by Ian 
provided later in this edition. Guest speaker, Hon 
Mark Parnell MLC, then gave his presentation on 
proposed new voluntary euthanasia legislation. 

Mark has been a SAVES member since 2006 
when he was first elected to parliament, being 
the first Australian Greens member to be elected 
to the Legislative Council. This followed a 10 
year career as a legal lawyer in the environment 
movement. The meeting was followed by 
refreshments and further informal discussion. 

Hon Rachel Sanderson MP (Liberal) at the 
July public meeting. L-R: Denis Haynes, Kay 
Lockwood, John Willoughby (rear), Rachel 
Sanderson, Pat Haynes (rear), Frances Coombe, 
Rosie Jones (rear) Mary Gallnor, Mignon Noesbar 
and Ernest and Anne Hirsch (background) 

Law reform on both state and 
federal agendas
There is a concurrent push for legislative reform at 
both the federal and state level. At the federal level 
there is the potential to open the way for the ACT 
and the Northern Territory to enact law reform to 
allow choice for voluntary euthanasia. An article 
on ABC news online (20th September) headed 
Euthanasia ban undemocratic discussed ACT 
Minister Jon Stanhope’s call for the ACT’s right to 
enact its own laws. He argued that his focus was 
not on ‘the rights and wrongs of euthanasia’ but 
for supporting the federal Greens’ aim to overturn 
a 1997 ban which has precluded the ACT and NT 
from enacting voluntary euthanasia laws. 

Former ACT health minister Michael Moore had 
introduced the Bill in the ACT in 1997 which 
was overturned by the ‘Andrews Bill’ under the 
Howard Government. The Age newspaper article 
(20th September) entitled ‘PM open to debate 
on legalising euthanasia’ reported that Prime 
Minister Julia Gillard supported a conscience vote 
on restoring the territories’ authority to legalise 
voluntary euthanasia. In the same article Minister 
Stanhope was quoted as saying his personal 
view was in the minority in his government as he 
opposes voluntary euthanasia law reform while 
still arguing passionately for the democratic right 
of the ACT to enact it.

 Following the overturn of the NT Rights of the 
Terminally Ill Act in 1997, Greens leader Bob 
Brown pledged that his first priority would be 

Just a reminder….
SAVES public meetings are held three times a year at 2.15 pm on Sunday afternoons at 
the Disability Information and Research Centre (DIRC) 195 Gilles St Adelaide.

This is an important forum for updating members on SAVES’ activities, legislative issues 
and relevant local, national and international events and initiatives. 

Guest speakers provide a further informative dimension to these meetings which 
conclude with informal discussion over tea and coffee.

The final public meeting for 2010 is on the 21st November with further details provided 
in the November VE Bulletin.

Make a diary note now!
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a Bill to restore the territories’ power to pass 
euthanasia laws. Speaking on behalf of a national 
alliance of all state and territory dying with 
dignity and voluntary euthanasia societies, Dying 
With Dignity Victoria CEO and President, Mr Neil 
Francis, said:

Senator Brown’s bill is an important milestone in 
the nation’s maturity towards recognising your 
last right—a right that 85% of Australians want.

The Advertiser’s coverage (20th September) of 
Senator Brown’s move entitled Greens fight 
for Territory rights to legalise euthanasia also 
mentioned the bi-partisan South Australian 
legislation. It quoted Rev Dr Craig de Vos from 
the group Christians Supporting Choice for 
Voluntary Euthanasia who stated that the majority 
of Christians were in favour of change ‘despite 
what the church hierarchy said’. To reiterate, he 
argued that:

Some people oppose voluntary euthanasia arguing 
that it’s wrong because it’s playing God, but so 
is artificially prolonging life, and so is allowing 
people to suffer a horrific death when there are 
more humane options. 

Western Australia
ABC news online (20th September) also covered 
news of the Western Australian Bill introduced 
by Greens MP Robin Chapple. This bill would 
allow West Australians over the age of 21, who 
are of a sound mind and able to communicate 
their intentions, to ask a doctor to end their life. 
WA Premier Colin Barnett has in the past granted 
Liberal MPs a conscience vote on such legislation. 
An article in The West Australian, (also on 20th 
September) entitled ‘Decision time on euthanasia 
Bill,’ noted that a Westpoll showed 80 per cent 
support for law reform in Western Australia. 

As a result of both Premier Colin Barnett and 
Opposition Leader Eric Ripper ruling out 
introducing a voluntary euthanasia Bill, Greens 
MP Robin Chapple was the one to take up the 
cause by introducing a private member’s Bill. 
The West Australian article also made note of 
the fact that many Christians support legalised 
voluntary euthanasia, including mention of the 
group Christians Supporting Choice for Voluntary 
Euthanasia, but that many parliamentary members 
of the ALP oppose it. Mr Chapple argues that 
his legislation legalises current practice and is 
‘deliberately restrictive’. 

Your Anticipatory direction
If you have not already completed an Anticipatory Direction, also known as Advance 
Directive, please do so to ensure that your end of life wishes are respected. 

You can choose from the:

(1) Consent to Medical Treatment and Palliative Care Act 1995. 

Forms are available for downloading from the Dept of Health website www.dh.sa.gov.au/
consent or may be collected from Service SA, Government Information Centre 108 North 
Terrace Adelaide, or by ringing the Office of the Public Advocate. 

(2) Guardianship and Administration Act 1993.

 There is a link to the Office of the Public Advocate from the above website for completing 
an Enduring Power of Guardianship under this act. Either Anticipatory Direction may be 
obtained by telephoning the Office of the Public Advocate (08) 8269 7575 or by country free 
call on 1800 066 969). An Enquiries Officer will answer any queries concerning Anticipatory 
Directions. 

Make a diary note now!
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got two new members. We plan to go on our local 
radio station about Ian Wood’s talk now we have 
finalised a date, as we would like to attract as 
many thinking Christians as we can. If anyone 
would like to come to any of our meetings or just 
hear what we are up to, please send me your email 
address and I will add it to my list (den1929@
bigpond.com). 

Jenny Wheaton and Denis Haynes from South 
Coast Support Group with car roof sign 
supporting choice for VE

Voluntary euthanasia in 
sA - The Right to Choose 
Facebook Page
Do you use the Internet and have a Facebook 
account?

SAVES now has a Facebook Page dedicated to 
legalising voluntary euthanasia in South Australia. 
The page has over 1200 members and is a great 
way to keep up to date with important political 
and media activity.

The Voluntary Euthanasia in SA - The Right to 
Choose Facebook page was originally created by 
David Winderlich when he was a Member of the 
Legislative Council in the last South Australian 
Parliament. David has been a strong advocate for 
VE law reform over many years and we are very 
grateful to him for handing over this tremendous 
resource to help SAVES in our continuing battle 
for legal reform.

Come along to Facebook and join in. Please feel 
free to make comments and share any news stories 
or relevant websites you have discovered.

Victoria
ABC news online (11th August) in an article Push 
for euthanasia law reform in Victoria reported 
Greens MP Colleen Hartland’s proposed move 
towards so-called Dying with Dignity laws by 
introducing a motion to the Upper House seeking 
to review the Medical Treatment Act. This is to 
ascertain whether the Act meets contemporary 
society’s expectations and whether it should 
be referred to the Law Reform Commission. 
The article cites Dying with Dignity Victoria’s 
response, which referred to this move as ‘an 
outbreak of democracy’: urging MPs to support it.

The concurrent state and federal moves towards 
reform highlight what a key issue this is for the 
wider electorate.

(As this bulletin goes to print advice has been 
received that the WA legislative approach has been 
unsuccessful)

south Coast support Group
Group Secretary, Denis Haynes sends the 
following news of the group:

The South Coast group was started on 17th April 
this year, by our two candidates who stood for 
the legislative council, Jenny Wheaton and Denis 
Haynes. Our first meeting attracted 17 people 
with 5 apologies. At our last meeting we had 
close to 50 people so we are growing as word of 
our existence gets around. At that meeting we 
had our local MP Michael Pengilly talking to us 
about why he has not voted for our cause up to 
date. It was a frank and open meeting and while 
we did not get a commitment from him he was 
not entirely averse anyway. We hold a bi-monthly 
stall at the Sunday market where we talk to people 
and get signatures for petitions and just make our 
presence felt with a notice board and wearing our 
SAVES shirts.

Ian Wood from Christians Supporting Choice 
for Voluntary Euthanasia will be giving a power 
point presentation at our next meeting on the 
15th October so we are all busy telling people 
about that. We have given a talk to a group called 
South Talk at Encounter Centre from which we 
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To find the page you will need to be a registered 
Facebook user and logged in (ask your children or 
grand children if you don’t know how!) Once you 
are logged in type “Voluntary Euthanasia in SA” 
into the search field and follow the link….See you 
soon :-

doctors’ religion and dying 
patients 
Research reported on in the Journal of Medical 
Ethics (1) on 25th August compared ethnicity and 
religious faith in the general and medical UK 
populations. It reported on controversial decisions 
taken around dying patients following a postal 
survey of 3733 doctors. Non-religious doctors 
were more likely to have reported that they gave 
deep sedation till death: decisions they ‘expected 
or partly intended to end life’ having discussed 
these first with competent patients.

Another finding was that other medical specialists 
were 10 times more likely to report decisions 
taken with some intent to end life than were 
palliative care specialists, regardless of religious 
beliefs. Conclusions from these findings 
advocated acknowledging the relationship of 
doctors’ values in their decision-making.

Director of the Monash University Centre for 
Human Bioethics director Justin Oakley said the 
results suggested religious doctors might not be 
having frank and open discussions with patients 
and that some patients might be denied access to 
care such as deep sedation because of doctors’ 
religious beliefs (2). He called for disclosure by 
doctors of their personal views to help inform 
patient consent. He also argued that the study 
should prompt similar Australian research.  

References: 

(1) Seale C (2010) ‘The role of doctors’ religious 
faith and ethnicity in taking ethically controversial 
decisions during end-of-life care’ Journal of 
Medical Ethics (online) 25th August. 
(2) Medew J ‘Doctors’ religion affects time of 
death’ The Age 27th August 2010 

Bequests to sAVes
A bequest to SAVES is one way to make 
a significant gift to further the aim of the 
society which is to achieve law reform to 
allow choice for voluntary euthanasia.

The appropriate wording for the gift of a 
specific sum is I bequeath to the South 
Australian Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc. 
the sum of $.....

In the unlikely event that you wish to leave 
your entire estate to SAVES it would read 
I give, devise and bequeath the whole of 
my real and personal estate to the South 
Australian Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc.

support the Key/ Parnell Bill!
As noted in earlier editions of The VE Bulletin it is 
important that all members of parliament are made 
aware of the considerable level of community 
support for voluntary euthanasia legislation. Your 
support is vital.

Please write a letter, best kept brief, to your State 
MP and end by asking for a reply. A range of 
pertinent points from which you may wish to state 
your position include:

I wish to record in the strongest possible terms •	
my support for the Key/Parnell Bill for legalising 
voluntary euthanasia.
Please accept this submission in support of •	
legalising voluntary euthanasia and the Key/
Parnell Bill.
Voluntary euthanasia is an act of caring; it is •	
wrong to describe it as killing, as opponents of 
voluntary euthanasia do.
Legalising voluntary euthanasia, as an option of •	
last resort in medical practice, will encourage 
greater research into cures.
It is not only the possibility of pain, though that •	
is bad enough, if it cannot be relieved. What 
concerns me is lingering on, when all hope of a 
reasonable quality of life is gone.
I am now . . years old. I want the peace of mind •	
that the legal option of voluntary euthanasia 
would give me if my dying process became too 
awful. It would be such a relief.
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The VE Bulletin is available by email.  
Please consider this option to help reduce postage costs.  

Email: info@saves.asn.au to receive future editions by email. Thankyou.

It is my life and I should have the right to say •	
when I have had enough.
It would give me confidence in my doctor to •	
know that he/she would be willing, in the last 
resort, to help me to die at my request.
I do not believe that a loving God would want •	
us to endure unnecessary suffering at the end of 
life.
When we are suffering with no reasonable •	
prospect of a cure, we should be able to say we 
have had enough.
We should all have the choice of asking for •	
help to die if we are hopelessly ill and suffering 
intolerably.
A doctor should be allowed to help me without •	
fear of breaking the law.
I object to the present law prohibiting voluntary •	
euthanasia because it imposes the beliefs of 
others upon me.
Legislation is supported by 81% of South •	
Australians (Newspoll 2007).
It is possible to enact legislation with stringent •	
safeguards against abuse & it is your responsibility 
as a lawmaker to do so.
Doctors are in a terrible position. They dare •	
not discuss the subject because it is illegal. The 
patients are in a worse position for the same 
reason.
I do not fear the pain but loss of control over •	
vital faculties and total dependence on others is 
a real concern to me.
We know that doctors help many people die, •	
and they do not always get their consent. This 
is because it cannot be discussed. It will be 
much better to have it regulated so that it can be 
brought into the open.
Reputable reports over the past 10 years, from •	
jurisdictions that have voluntary euthanasia 
legislation, show that the laws are working 
responsibly. (University of Utah (2007, 
September 29). Doctor-aided Suicide: No 
Slippery Slope, Study Finds. ScienceDaily)

After consultation with Steph Key and Mark 
Parnell’s offices we are suggesting that you lobby 
just the Legislative Council members at this stage 
please. There are some who are strong in either 
their support or opposition to the Bill, and to be 
most efficient and effective our efforts need to 
be directed towards those who are thought to be 
still possibly consulting with the community in 
preparing their stance. If you plan to write, to 
make it easier for you please address your letter 
‘Dear Member of the Legislative Council’ and 
send it to Victoria Pollifrone, 15 Bushy Park 
Drive, Auldana SA 5073 who will arrange copy 
and dispatch to the MLCs.  

The World Federation of Right to Die 
Societies newsletter is available for 
download at www.worldrtd

Keep in touch for an international focus

Christians supporting Choice 
for Voluntary euthanasia 
This group of Christian supporters and many 
non-Christians who also support their aims 
have become an important, integral part of the 
movement towards compassionate voluntary 
euthanasia law reform. In a short period of time 
this group has made enormous inroad to informing 
the public and our elected representatives of the 
disjunction between views of the majority of 
Christians and those of church hierarchies. They 
have done so bravely in the face of powerful 
opposition. 

The initial impetus given to the group by Rev 
Trevor Bentsch and currently by Rev Dr Craig 
de Vos, underpinned by the tireless work of Ian 
and Nancy Wood, which is now coming to light 
internationally, warrant special acknowledgement.
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Christians Supporting Choice for Voluntary Euthanasia: Report by convenor Ian Wood
Ian Wood, Group Coordinator, reports, “We are very excited about our new Booklet which refutes much 
of the religious opposition to legal Assisted Dying in a concise, easy to read format.” 

The Booklet is professionally printed, well illustrated with all pictures in full colour, on good quality 
paper.  It is A5 size, (standard A4 folded in half), with 16 pages. The reaction to sample copies has been 
enthusiastic, and very heartening.    

The challenge is to get this booklet to as many people as possible!  Possibilities are to friends, family, 
Probus groups, CWA Groups, Soroptimists, Senior Citizen groups,  libraries in aged care facilities (with 
permission of course), etc. The best possible use is to arrange a meeting with your local MP and 
personally give them a copy!  

Christian opposition to legal VE by some religious hierarchy and fundamentalists has been the major 
stumbling block so far, and I hope the booklet will provide a major stimulus to some informed discussion. 

Can you help us with Booklet distribution? The booklets are free to all. However any donations 
towards printing or postage would be appreciated. (If by cheque, payable to Christians Supporting Choice 
for VE, please.)    Grateful thanks to those who have already ordered or donated. 

OTHER NEWS- My wife, Nancy, and I had the pleasure of an hour’s chat on VE with Rev Scott 
McKenna recently in Edinburgh, Scotland. Scott is a keen and public supporter for compassionate 
legislative change giving the choice of VE to the hopelessly ill.  A warm welcome to SAVES members 
also joining our Group.

Please fill out and post the following booklet order form to Christians Supporting Choice for VE, 
C/- Ian Wood, 429 Anzac Road, Port Pirie, 5540  South Australia.  Any queries phone 08 8632 2272. 

Name ……………………………………………………………  

Postal 
Address…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Please, Ian, post me booklets as soon as available.  I would like 1 copy [   ]    10 copies [   ]     
Number……………

I intend to distribute them to   ………………………………………………………………………………

I WAnT THe CHOICe OF A PeACeFUL deATH!
I wish to join Christians Supporting Choice for Voluntary 
Euthanasia as a ‘signatory’ in their campaign to have 
Voluntary Euthanasia legalised in Australia as an option for 
people suffering unbearably from a hopeless or terminal illness.                                                                                  
Such legislation would include stringent safeguards against abuse.

Name ..........................................................................Mr/Mrs/Ms/Dr/ ......................

Address ......................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................

Email ..........................................................................................................................

Signature ...................................................................................Date .........................

Please send more information [    ]     Denomination (optional) ................................

OPtiON I am not a Christian, but wish to support the Group [    ]

Join today!
Membership is FREE. We 
simply add your name, 
with all other members, as 
‘signatories’ to Group letters 
going to MPs. We welcome 
non Christians who support 
our aims.

Post coupon to  
429 Anzac Road, Port Pirie, 
South Australia, 5540  
or visit our website  
www.Christiansforve.org.au

Donations or sponsorship 
towards advertising are 
welcome.



sAVes Is nOT ABLe TO HeLP PeOPLe end THeIR LIVes

nOTICe OF GeneRAL MeeTInG 

South Australian Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc. (SAVES) 

SAVES members support the Society’s primary objective which is a change in the 
law, so that in appropriate circumstances and with defined safeguards, death may be 

brought about as an option of last resort in medical practice. These circumstances 
include the free and informed request of the patient and the free exercise of 

professional judgement and conscience of the doctor.

Of the SA Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc. (SAVES) at 

The Disability Information and Resource Centre (DIRC), 195 Gilles St, Adelaide.

2.15 pm Sunday 21st November 2010
Guest Speaker will be 

Hon Stephanie Key MP
the topic is the joint Key/Parnell Bill 

Tea/coffee and biscuits will be available at the conclusion of the meeting.  
Bring your friends. All welcome.

Public meeting dates for 2011 : 3rd April, 24th, July, 23rd October 

Annual Membership Fees: Single $ 25.00 (concession $ 10.00) Double $ 30.00 (concession $ 15.00) 

Life Membership: Single $ 200.00, Double $ 300.00 

Annual Fees fall due at the end of February. Payment for two years or more reduces handling and costs. 

Mr/Mrs/Ms/other ..................................................................................... Date ...................................  

Address ..............................................................................................................................................

................................................................. Postcode  ............... Telephone ..........................................

Date of birth (optional) ................... Email address ..............................................................................

Your expertise which may be of help to SAVES ................................................

Membership fee(s) for ........ year(s)  $ ...................

Donation $ ...................

Total $ ...................

 Enclosed cheque or money order

Or pay by Electronic Funds Transfer quoting name and type of payment to: 

 Commonwealth Bank BSB 065 129 account number 00901742

 Office Use
 Database Treasurer
 Changes Letter

Please indicate method of payment  
and send completed form to:

SAVES Membership Officer,  
PO Box 2151, Kent Town SA 5071



Committee: 
President Frances Coombe  
Vice Presidents Julia Anaf  
 Mary Gallnor  

Hon. Secretary Anne Hirsch  
Hon. Treasurer Hamish Claxton 
Administrative Officer Victoria Pollifrone  
Minutes Secretary Dianne Lake  

Patrons Emeritus Professor J.A. Richardson  
 Emeritus Professor Graham Nerlich
 Emeritus Professor John Willoughby  

Telephone  8379 3421
 (prefixes: interstate 08, international +61 8)  

Internet  www.saves.asn.au  

sAVes’ Primary Objective: 
A change to the law in South Australia so that in appropriate 
circumstances, and with defined safeguards, death may be brought about 
as an option of last resort in medical practice. These circumstances include 
the free and informed request of the patient and the free exercise of 
professional medical judgment and conscience of the doctor. 

The VE Bulletin is published three times a year by the SA Voluntary Euthanasia Society 
Inc. (SAVES). Letters, articles and other material for possible publication are welcome 
and should be sent to The VE Bulletin Editor, SAVES, PO Box 2151, Kent Town SA 5071. 

The statements and views expressed by contributors do not necessarily represent SAVES 
official policy. Material in this publication may be freely reproduced provided it is in 
context and given appropriate acknowledgement. 

Editor: Julia Anaf


